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Building Blocks
by Moss Sanchez-Vinces

We’re made out of  building blocks
Flesh, bone, blood, and creativity
Beneath our fingertips on a keyboard
And writing on a blank screen

Maybe just a simple text
Maybe a letter or essay that is due the next day
For all the things that critics believed
We’ll never get a world that is truly free

Can poetry ever just be part of  me
Not inside but on my body
If  not then infuse it with my skin
So I shall be a breathing piece

When I breathe with my lungs
When my eyes hurt
When my heart burns
When I’m not there

I can pretend that it is part of  [GOD]’s plan
That my lungs are not being torn
That my heart is ready for more
That my eyes are just crying in joy

I don’t want this canvas of  mine to be destroyed
I don’t want to be buried without love
Dressed in woman’s clothes
And to be called a name that has never been my own
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The Most Common Word
by Eliza Halteman

What is the most common word?

Google says that it is “the”

My teachers say that it is “a”

But my mother says it is “love.”

If  love is the most common word then why haven’t I said it yet? Why can’t I say it to anyone? My
family believes that I simply don’t want to admit it; as if  I am embarrassed to say it.

I’m not, though. I say it in sign language. I put up three fingers to show my love. I give my brother a
hug to show that I care. I text it to my friends all the time.

But never has it and never will it leave my mouth.

When he entered my life, I found the most common word popping up in my head more.

I love his hair. I love his smile. I love the way he talks to me as if  I am the most important thing in
the world.

I still lived by my rule. I told him about my rule. He laughed at first but took the time to understand.

“Well if  it is the most common word, why don’t I say it?”

“Because you don’t want to. It’s okay.”

I opened up to him more after that. He would share something that pushed the boundaries of
oversharing, and I would do the same. It became normal for us.

When he first said it, my body froze. Did he expect an answer?

“You don’t need to say it back,” he said.

I decided right there that I loved him, too.

The seasons changed. I decided I loved summer because summer was when I met him. I loved
summer because I could stay up far too late just to talk to him.

But the seasons changed. It became winter.
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October, November, December…

What is the most common word?

Is it “sorry”?

Is it “gone”?

Those are the only ones I hear now.

No. I believe it is “regret” because that is the only word that plays in my head, sings in my bones,
stabs into my heart.

I loved him. I finally told him.

But

I did not want it to be during a snowstorm, flowers limp in my hand as I placed them down.

I did not want it to fall unheard.

Because that means I still have not said the most common word.

Photograph by Benjamin Calandriello
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Sleepless Night
by Aryana Boodram

In its walls, it carried centuries in every board, every little crack. The walls felt as if  its
predecessors watched and gazed through every decision made and passed a silent forsaken judgment
on those presently. It seemed to breathe as if  it was its own creature. Yet, many occupants held
residence, some for a longer time than others. The house sat on an open plane, and it was home to a
young girl and her parents. To her, time was but infinite and unchangeable. Days passed, and her
whole life felt but a moment with surrogate memories to keep her from their sorrowful absence for
she had no recollection of  her childhood aside from the fact she had been in that house since her
first day. For all she knew, everything in her life had happened in those walls… her first steps,
holidays, even her name, a name even given to her by the house, Ambrose, like the plaque just beside
the great structure's door, a Latin, to be immortal.

Though her parents gave her what they thought of  as a fulfilling life, they were distant, and
for what else remained of  the haze of  her childhood, absent, giving her all the time in the world to
ponder every hall, crevice, and turn, which in truth she found repetitive but what else was she to do?
She paced between the same hallways, walked the same garden, and stared at the same portraits in
the halls, every day seemed lax and unfulfilling, her parents, were not home for the night yet again.
She sat in the window and watched the day turn to night with nothing but those same cracks in the
sill she dreaded for company. Night fell. She hadn’t noticed, so she began to pace the room where
her parents slept. It felt like her own. For the many nights they stayed away, they almost felt like a
distant fever dream like the rest of  her memories. Slipping on a silk nightdress, she thought to
herself  it would be yet another sleepless night.

Sitting eagerly in bed staring at a lit candle, she ended seeming to never-ending silence in the
bedroom. Taking the candle off  the stand, she slipped her mother’s robe on and walked out to the
garden. There she stood on the great steps, barefoot, the hall illuminated by a faint candle’s glow as
she made her way down and through the manor’s door. She greeted the night air smiling and gazing
off  into the forest that hid the estate. She ventured into the garden. She knew its every turn. She
laughed to herself  and suddenly stopped. She was at its edge. She turned back without a second
thought and ran into the chapel at its corner. She was met with one candle lit and the pews filled
with the dust left by years of  age. In a trice upon sitting, she heard a loud bang and a sputter.

Not bothering to grab her candle nor close the chapel doors, in the late hours a car as she
had never seen before turned the edge of  the driveway. Though withdrawn, she moved closer and
stayed hidden behind one of  the many great oaks. Out stepped a man, who looked to be about
middle-aged followed by a lady who looked to be of  similar age. He looked refined and to be a
gentleman with a distinguished appearance and manner; the lady looked like she held herself  to
those very same standards yet with an aura of  kindness about her. Finally, the last door opened, and
out came a child, a young girl, who looked about seven. The child took it upon herself  to gaze
around the garden and noticed Ambrose staring. She grabbed her mother’s dress and tugged, whilst
Ambrose swiftly swung behind the tree. The lady calmed and assured the girl she was only tired
whilst taking her hand and leading her inside. Ambrose in a panic turned her head to see and
realized where they were going. Before she could reach the doors, they had vanished.

In a bout of  hysteria, she ran through the house and got to her parent’s wing. She saw the
couple undressing and seeming like they were preparing for bed. Suddenly, from the door’s crease,
she was looking through, she was being approached by the man, and swiftly the door came to a
close. Thankfully, he hadn’t seemed to have noticed her. Now, frustrated, she ran back down the
stairs, noticing a light on in the parlor. She came to a halt, and for a moment everything seemed to
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move. The ever sufficient halt of  time she lived in, in an instant, a single glance at the young child
laying on a settee. The way the child so calmly played brought back a sense of  movement, a feeling
so distant yet familiar to her, that she couldn’t stand to go back to the stillness of  time. The light
began to flood the room. She had been watching over her for hours and hadn’t even realized a
stillness she could endure. She took notice of  the girl’s features, doll-like, everything from her long
dark brown curls, lips as deep as pomegranates, a face that contrasted much with her own, and a
sense of  innocence. All at once, the little girl’s eyes flared open to meet her own. A sense of
eagerness filled the room from both parties, and the initial fear of  being seen fled Ambrose’s mind.
After what felt like an endless time staring at one another, the little girl finally spoke up.

Artwork by Aryana Boodram
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Wicked Nature
by Michele Donnelly

The streets of  Salem are usually busy this time of  year. The autumn season is remarkable for bringing
back the dark history of  this place. As usual, the dirty blonde man wandered through the small seas of  people,
entering gift shops, museums, and taking tours. With casual eyes and keeping to himself, he watched those
people curiously. He thought about how easily humans fall into tourist traps. Josiah always found them so
gullible and it was amusing.

He ended up inside a gift shop, which he remembered when it was first built and opened. The shop
was filled with crystals, spices, and all things to be considered witchy. There were symbols and brochures
dedicated to the witch trials, which advertised ghosts and history tours. Picking up one of  the oddly colorful
brochures, Josiah only scoffed and put it back. An older woman beside him didn’t seem to like that action,
earning him a glare of  distaste. Losing much interest, the blonde man had left the shop. Those spices and
crystals were useless, he knew, and only someone with as much knowledge as him would know the truth.

Josiah was looking for something in particular, something that only he might be aware of  in this
town. A gift shop might not sell what he was looking for, but, perhaps, the museum down the street had what
he was desperately needing.

Heading straight towards the museum, he noticed that the building was somewhat familiar. It brought
a wave of  nostalgia, feeling as if  Josiah was brought back in time and a short memory replayed in his head.
The only thing snapping him back to reality was a teenage boy and his friend, bumping into him, which was
obviously done on purpose.

“Watch where you’re going, grandpa.”
The one teenager sneered, the boys laughing together as Josiah stared them both down. The intensity

in his blue eyes made sure that they both tripped over nothing and watched them both fall face-first into the
gravel. A group of  young women watched, laughing and impressed, while both boys were horrifically
embarrassed.

Feeling satisfied, Josiah held himself  with such grace, such swagger, walking past people and groups
smoothly and swiftly; it was as if  he was almost invisible. He snuck past the curator into another group of
people. He used the gloomy shadows and crowds to practically vanish in the naked eye. His icy blue eyes
darted across the rooms, intent on finding his prize. As he shifted through walls, he finally found it: a
collection of  leather-bound journals inside glass cases. A touring group stood around them as a curator spoke
about the journals. Josiah pressed himself  inside the dark corner, listening intently.

“These journals were given to us by a local historian many years ago. It is believed that they were
written by some of  the convicted witches in the Salem trials. We don’t know if  they are a collection from the
same woman, or if  they’re from different women.”

The curator gestured to the journals and took a step back so the tourists could take a look. None of
the journals were open, so there wasn’t much to look at, which is why they moved on to a different room so
quickly.

Once alone, Josiah emerged from the shadows and approached the glass cases. Waving both hands in
singular motion, the doors on either side of  the rooms swung closed and locked.

“Finally, after all these years, I can finally take what’s mine.”
Breaking the glass cases in a single snap of  his finger, he exposed the smell of  old, aged paper and

leather.
“They were stolen from me. These journals belong to me, by birthright.”
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He continued on talking to himself  as he carefully picked up the largest of  the journals, feeling the
old leather underneath his fingers.

“My grandmother, Abigail Williams.”
He placed the journal inside his coat pocket, before picking up the second.
“My grandmother, Sarah Osborne.”
He placed the second one inside the other pocket, chanting their names before finally taking the last

one, holding it recklessly, before holding it up to the light.
“And my mother, Annabelle Williams. May all the powerful and strong witches of  Salem bask me in

their power, agility, and strength. For I am the grandson of  Salem, the descendant of  them all, bless me with
your power!”

His voice boomed inside the heavy wooden walls, drowning out the sounds of  people trying to break
down the doors. His face tilted upwards, arms outstretched in a large, welcoming gesture. The lights dimmed
in a faint, mystical glow, casting shadows all around him. And there, Josiah Osbourne stood, feeling the
intensity of  powerful magic shoot through his veins, burning like fire. He laughed a satisfied, sadistic laugh as
he grew stronger in mere seconds.

Finally, security brought down the doors to complete emptiness. The glass boxes stood, broken and
empty, bright shards littered the floor and no one else was to be found, with not a single trace of  the
mysterious blonde man.

----------
It had been 236 years since the Osbourne brothers last saw each other. Jeremiah hadn’t even said

goodbye that day, and Josiah couldn’t care less about that. Of  course, it was very emotional for the youngest
brother. Leaving Josiah meant leaving a part of  himself  here in Boston. As far as Jeremiah knew, his big
brother was the only person he had left. Sure, he had some ancestors in Europe, but it’s not the same. It never
felt the same. Can you believe that after all those years, it still didn’t feel right? But he suppressed that feeling
for so long. He eventually forgot that Josiah even existed, but then he remembers. It sours his whole mood.

It took a long time for Jeremiah to become completely aware of  why his brother lacked emotions.
He'd known for a very long time but refused to do anything about it because honestly he was terrified of  his
brother. A person without a soul becomes unpredictable, scary, and more powerful than ever before. Who
knows what he’s capable of? Besides, Jeremiah was sure that if  he saw Josiah again, it wouldn’t be pretty. Boy,
was he right about that.

Jeremiah had finally decided that enough was enough. He finally realized how much damage Josiah
was actually doing, living without a soul. Hurting people that he’s supposed to care about and not even
batting an eye once. Honestly, Jeremiah was enraged at his brother for becoming this pure figure of  evil.

For the first time in two centuries, the youngest Osbourne arrived back in the United States in
Massachusetts and then in Boston. It seems as if  Josiah was aware of  his brother’s presence because Jeremiah
had received a note that read, “Meet me in the place where everything first started. We have a lot to catch up
on.” The note wasn’t signed, but after all these years, Jeremiah knows his older brother’s handwriting. It hadn’t
changed since the 1700s.

It didn’t take much thinking about where this place is. It is their childhood home on the outskirts of
Boston. Jeremiah teleported there. All around him was a large field that extended for a few miles but was
surrounded by thick forest. It felt as if  a shockwave of  nostalgia ran through his body making him feel dizzy.
The sun was beating down on him despite the grey clouds mostly covering the sky and a slow breeze that
danced around him. Jeremiah slowly turned his head to the right, noticing a familiar, abandoned farmhouse in
the distance that was almost entirely in shambles. This field hasn’t been tended to in a very long time it seems.
The yellowed, dry grass went above the warlock’s knees, as he turned his head in multiple directions and then
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faced ahead of  him into the forest. He finally took notice of  the bones of  that house, which contained most
of  his childhood memories. Jeremiah could feel his brother’s presence but was unsure of  his brother’s exact
location, and it made his heart pound against his chest.

Instead of  teleporting there, the youngest Osbourne decided to take the walk toward it. The dry grass
parted ways around him as he took slow, yet long strides through the field. The only sounds he heard were the
wind blowing through nature and his own heart racing. The closer Jeremiah became, he started to be filled
with senses that triggered memories. There was the smell of  ash, fire, blood, and rain. Then, there was the
sound of  a child’s laughter, which stopped him in his tracks. He turned, thinking that he saw a small figure run
around him. The hairs all over him stood up and he tensed, yet he continued to walk. Once closer to the
forest, he heard that same laughter but only this time it said, “Come on, Jer!” Jeremiah could’ve sworn that he
saw a little blonde boy run away from him, and that shook him to his core. He stood there frozen in place,
and he suddenly remembered this moment.

Then, the sky grew dark, and it felt like he was thrown out of  his body. As he saw that same blonde
boy, being chased by another blonde boy who seemed almost half  his size. They continued to run through the
field, two pairs of  laughter surrounded him like music. Maybe, justmaybe, that brought a smile to Jeremiah's
face.

But, that smile instantly dropped once he felt something wrong. He quickly spun around on instinct
to see his older brother standing there only two feet away from him. Josiah had this smug look on his face, yet
it had a softened smile. Aware that it was all an act, his little brother had chills and gulped nervously.

“Hello, brother,” the eldest Osbourne stated, hands folded behind his back as their intense, overdue
staring contest began.

As the scene all around them became dark, Jeremiah realized that they were both stuck inside a
flashback. A sense of  dread washed over him, making his body feel heavy and he didn’t move. Josiah staring at
him felt like daggers stabbing into his eyes.

“Long time no see, don’t you think? I missed you,” Josiah went on, deciding to take slow strides
circling around his brother.

“No, you didn’t. You’re incapable of  missing me,” Jeremiah replied, his voice stern and bold. “Or
missing anyone, for that matter.”

The eldest brother just simply chuckled, not out of  amusement, from his response. “Nice accent you
have there, Jer. I like it,” he mimicked Jeremiah’s British-Scottish accent with the last sentence.

“This isn’t a family reunion, Josiah. You brought me here, can’t you be serious for one second?”
Jeremiah asked, almost pleading with him. He doesn’t like this, whatever it is. In Josiah’s silence, he dared to
take in their surroundings. The once dilapidated house behind them was all fixed up and lively, for the most
part. The chimney puffed out grey smoke, the windows glowed dimly and a few lanterns hung in the trees,
only lighting up the surrounding area of  the forest. The faint sound of  children laughing and chattering ran
around him, but Jeremiah still stood his ground.

“Serious about what, hm? Surely you’re not here to help me with my….affliction,” Josiah replied,
gesturing to his chest, where his soul would’ve been placed once. “Besides, I don’t want your help.” He
sounded angry, speaking through gritted teeth. He knew for sure that Jeremiah was there only to stop him. In
a flash, they were transported closer to the house, right beside the window, but it wasn’t Josiah’s doing.

“Look, Josiah,” Jeremiah stated, his tone soft as he gestured to the window. He didn’t feel like
arguing, he just wanted to convince his big brother. “Look at how we used to be.” Josiah slowly turned his
head, squinting inside the window to see two young boys, one had slightly longer and darker hair, slightly
younger than the other. The oldest boy had some bruises on his face and arms, but he didn’t seem to care or
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notice. He was too busy tending to the youngest, trying to clean the open wound on the side of  his face.
Josiah remembers this moment, they both do.

“You used to care about me, more so than yourself,” he went on, as the other brother didn’t respond.
“You remember this, don’t you? The moment when mother slashed my face as punishment because I messed
up a spell?”

Josiah turned away from the scene, staring down at the frosted ground, gulping nervously. He
remembered, but he refused to admit it. All the memories he had before losing his soul were suppressed and
hidden, they were not things he liked to be reminded of.

Jeremiah’s heart ached, out of  pure desperation from seeing his brother there. He knew how much
pain he was in; he felt horrible about it and he was there for Josiah through all of  it.

Josiah clenched his jaw and shook his head vigorously. He was not going to feel weak, not from this
sweet, little reminiscing moment. “Enough!” He exclaimed, flicking his hands out in a crossing motion,
suddenly transporting them back to the present. The surroundings near them were no longer gloomy and the
house beside them was back to being in shambles. He swiftly spun around, standing his ground with
Jeremiah. Although the height difference between them was only about two inches, Josiah seemed much taller
and more intimidating. His blue eyes were aflame with rage, the only thing expressing that rage. “Do you
realize how broken I was back then? How I woke up in agony, how I went to sleep hoping I would never
wake up again?” he asked, his voice a terrifying rumble, which could shake anyone to their core. “I feel free,
little brother. Can you not see that? I’m living a much better life without caring about you.”

Jeremiah stood there, stunned. He was unsure what to even say. How could he know how to
respond? So, he just stood there, silent as he listened to what Josiah had to say.

“You’re not worth my time. If  I find out that you’re trying to help cure me, it will be the last thing
you do, you hear?” Josiah said, watching his brother’s face contort slightly in fear. “I know exactly what you
are now. I can and will find a way to put you down, make no mistake about that.”

Jeremiah blinked once and Josiah was gone. Not a trace of  him could be found, except the footprints
in the dirt. He let out a shaky breath, not realizing he was holding it, and took a deep breath. In a moment, he
moved on to try and find a way to help his big brother.

Photograph by Michael Bello
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NightWatch
by Jocelyn Reynolds

It is nights like these
I stay awake

Analyzing those jarring faces.

I see no eyes,
Where life once lingered.

Instead, two empty spaces.

The dirt stains her cheeks,
Her sagging gray cheeks,

As cold washes off  the street.

He speaks while she shivers,
Not but five words,

A handshake firm yet sweet.

They watch me go
Like unoiled robots

Entranced by the word destination.

So very many houses
Yet no homes.

Lost in endless fixation.

Raindrops graze her lashes
How tears glaze eyes.

He stands, tired of  sitting.

Will they die tonight?
Will they eat tonight?

Only weather permitting.

The littered wood
Holds the weight of  families

Generations in the nook of  each notch.

They always come back,
But did they ever really leave?

My Nightwatch.
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Free Twin Bed, Good Condition
by Aisling Gill

“Free twin bed, good condition.”
The cardboard sign catches my eye. It’s weathered, the permanent black letters bleached by

the sun. I stop, look at it for a moment, and peek into the unobscured window of  the house it sits in
front of. It’s empty, and the lights are turned off. I don't know what else I expected.

It’s March already, and I'm walking home. The air is slightly cool and slightly damp, and I can
feel the stiff  heaviness of  what isn’t yet spring in the deep parts of  my lungs. It smells like wet
pavement and earth, and I breathe it in, deeply. I think it might rain today, or maybe tomorrow; the
sky is a muted, inoffensive gray, interrupted by gasps of  meek sunshine and power lines. A car passes
me slowly, and the sound, the gentle rush of  wind, reminds me of  the world outside my head. My
legs start moving again, but they don't feel like mine. I look back at that sign and squirm in my skin,
my body and mind begging me to run away from it all. But I don't run, and I'm not sure why.

I'm hit by everything, all at once. The lump in my throat and pit in my stomach are fighting
for control, and I'm not sure if  I want to scream or throw up on the sidewalk… or both. Suddenly, I
feel too small for my clothes, and I am swimming in fabric, suffocated by feelings too large for my
weak, brittle body, and I want to stop pretending, even for a moment, that I am okay.

What about me? Why haven’t I outgrown my twin bed? My feet hang off  the edge and I
sleep twisted onto myself  to fit. The mattress is cold and hard. There isn’t room for anyone else. I
spend every night with an ache in my spine and stare at the ceiling praying to a God I cannot name
for forgiveness because I cannot fathom this fate as anything other than divine punishment.

It seems, at least to me, that I have been left behind. I'm so far away from everyone,
abandoned on my twin mattress island. I see people with their huge pillows and their fancy duvet
covers and their clean sheets, and it makes me potently, toxically envious. I want so badly what they
have, the perfect, effortless goodness, the casual relatability, those intimate emotional connections
that aren't doomed from the start. Resentment is easy to cultivate when you think you are alone,
especially if  you feel cheated.

No amount of  thinking will magically fix my bedframe and gift me a king-sized mattress, but
I think about it anyway. I think so much that I can't think about anything else. Those other people,
the ones with the huge pillows and fancy duvet covers and clean sheets, all seem so put together and
sure of  themselves. They talk about the future, their ambitions, and dreams, with such certainty, and
I play along, acting as though I outgrew my sad little bed, too. But a part of  me so quiet I can only
hear it calling my name when I am completely alone whispers to me, and it calls me a liar.

I secretly take a sick sort of  comfort in the unpleasantness because it is the only thing I can
always control. People are never as reliable as I wish they were, but I can always count on my twin
bed, my chronic maladaptive tendencies, to make me feel the same soul-crushing melancholy every
time. I carry it around with me, hiding it in shame, yet I can’t bring myself  to dump it on the side of
the road with my own cardboard sign. I say I don't know why, but I do, and it tears me apart.

I am pulled back to Earth by distant rumbles of  thunder, and I get this strange feeling I can't
quite describe, like the way the air smells sour before lightning strikes. The stench sticks pungent in
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my mind, and I am haunted by it. The sky breaks somewhere far away from here, far enough away
from me that it might as well be in another world, and the following faint crack of  thunder gives way
to a stillness so silent that it is deafening.

Artwork by Emily Ferri
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The Uniqueness of a Flower
by Danielle Penny

I am not special.
I am like any other flower.

We all grow and look the same,
All colorful and fragrant.
There is no difference.

I don’t stand out.
That is what all flowers feel.

Flowers don’t notice their vibrancy.
Or the delicacy of  their petals,

Crushed within a second.
Some flowers can’t see
How special they are.

No two flowers are made the same.
Each has a different shape,

Different heights.
Flowers are created to show

Individuality.
A flower can be from the meadow,

Or call a mountain home.
Flowers can be all different colors.

No two flowers have the same
Identity.

Flowers can be similar,
Can be from the same stem,
But cannot ever be identical.

Each flower has its own
Identity.

It cannot be decided by
Other flowers.

It is different for each flower.
But it is what makes each flower

Unique.
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The Bombing of Hiroshima: How Human Nature Impacts Society
by Jordan Short

Satoru Konishi, a survivor of  Hiroshima, once said, “The bomb was not only dropped on the citizens
of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It was dropped on the whole of  humanity” (QuoteHD.com).Hiroshima, written
by John Hersey, is about four different Japanese citizens and their experiences during the bombing of
Hiroshima.1 It focuses on where they were, what they did, and how they felt before, during, and after the fact.
The article, “Wartime Internment,” written by Mikiso Hane, is about the experience he had as a young adult
after Pearl Harbor and the bombings on Japan inside a Japanese internment camp.2 The final piece of  text is a
journal article titled, ¨LOOKING BACK: Gen. Marshall and the Atomic Bombing of  Japanese Cities,¨
written by Barton J. Bernstein.3 This text explains how General Marshall was opposed to the bombing before
it occurred and tried to convince the government to find another action plan. They did not listen to him, and
after the bombs were dropped, he stayed silent about what he said to go against the bombings. He was filled
with regret and remorse along with his partners, but he was the only one who never made a public statement
about such guilt. The bombing of  Hiroshima and Japanese internment camps show that humans can be
fearful, violent, and remorseful.

Fear is a powerful emotion, one that can cloud judgment and make people act out irrationally. Fear
fueled both the people of  Hiroshima, the Japanese-Americans placed in internment camps, and the people of
the U.S. Hersey wrote, ¨Just as she turned her head away from the windows, the room was filled with a
blinding light. She was paralyzed by fear, fixed still in her chair for a long moment” (Hersey 1172). The
citizens of  Hiroshima and neighboring towns were petrified after the first bombing of  Japan. Fear became a
common factor in their lives as they waited for their towns to be hit. Miss Toshiko Sasaki was an innocent
woman who was going about her life when a bomb was dropped. She was frozen in terror, and the next thing
she knew the ceiling caved in and the floor collapsed. The people of  Hiroshima were attacked without giving
the non-combatant citizens a chance to evacuate. 66,000 normal Japanese men, women, and children lost
their lives with no time to react. Both the living and deceased held fear; the living fearing for what was to
come next and for their loved ones, and the deceased parted with the fear of  the unknown and fear for their
friends and family.

Hane writes, “That was when I first heard about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. My reaction
was one of  shock … and then fear about what the public reaction toward us would be like” (Hane 569). The
fear felt by the Japanese-American citizens was quite different from the citizens of  Hiroshima’s fear. The fear
that plagued the Japanese-Americans was one of  reaction; they feared how they would be seen and treated
after what happened at Pearl Harbor. Walking on eggshells became a part of  their daily lives until they were
taken from their homes and put into internment camps. While knowing what was going on in the
concentration camps across the ocean they were frightened by the unknown that came with living in one of
these camps.

Bernstein went on to say, “To Marshall, that type of  killing apparently constituted a dangerous and
dramatic crossing of  an important moral and ethical threshold by slaying innocent men, women, and
children” (Bernstein 34). Fear is something that everyone experiences differently. For Gen. Marshall, fear was
a combination of  many factors. He was fear-filled from what happened at Pearl Harbor, but he was also
fearful about how the U.S. military was reacting to what had happened. The military was prepared to drop
nuclear bombs on the cities of  Japan due to the attack on Pearl Harbor. The U.S was riddled with fear so they
took action, putting together an airstrike. This caused Marshall distress. He was apprehensive about their
decision due to the non-combatant casualties that were going to take place. At first, he spoke up about his

3 Bernstein, Barton J. "LOOKING BACK: Gen. Marshall and the Atomic Bombing of  Japanese Cities."Arms Control
Today, vol. 45, no. 9, Arms Control Association, 2015, pp. 32–36, http://www.jstor.org/stable/24573827.

2 Hane, Mikiso. "Wartime Internment." The Journal of  American History, vol. 77, no. 2, [Oxford University Press,
Organization of  American Historians], 1990, pp. 569–75, https://doi.org/10.2307/2079186.

1 Hersey, John. "Hiroshima." Prentice Hall Literature, American Experience ed., Upper Saddle River, Pearson Prentice Hall,
2005, pp. 1162-72.
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reservations, but due to his loyalty to the President and his country, he ceased in his efforts to stop the
bombing. Though he continued to fear it, he pushed it down and went on with the airstrike.

Fear comes in all shapes and sizes. It is not one solid entity, it is a fluid reaction to something that
causes individuals distress and nervousness. Fear is a driving force in how society handles certain situations, in
this case, it is sadness, worry, and violence. When people feel fear, they are sent into a state of  flight or fight.
When the U.S was attacked they chose the fight response which was an act of  severe violence. In times of  war,
violence is unavoidable. The Japanese knew this when they bombed Pearl Harbor. However, what they did
not know was to what extent the United States would take the violence. When they dropped the bomb on
Hiroshima, it was an unspeakable act of  violence that caused many people pain and suffering.

For example, “Hiroshima reveals, “The soldiers were coming out of  the hole; where they should have
been safe, blood was running from their heads, chests, and backs” (Hersey 1167). After the bomb was
dropped on Hiroshima, everything was in ruins, people had passed, and buildings had crumbled. Thousands
of  people lost their lives, homes, and property. The only warnings the Japanese citizens had received were the
first bombings to take place in neighboring towns. There was no time for non-combatants to evacuate;
children, women, and men who had nothing to do with the attack that was made on Pearl Harbor lost
everything due to a military mess causing unnecessary casualties. People who ended up surviving wandered
the streets, faces melted, bodies bloodied and broken. This was an act of  severe violence, total terrorism that
wiped out society. At the time the living had no idea what was going to happen next. They did not know what
surviving meant for them.

Hane wrote, “Soon rumors began to spread about lynch mobs and about people being attacked in
other communities…In fact, two Nisei sisters in the neighboring town were abducted and raped...seven
killings and thirty-six other acts of  violence” (Hane 570). Hane and all the Japanese-American citizens like
him were subjected to the hate and unjust acts of  violence made by American citizens who felt strong hate
toward the Japanese after what happened at Pearl Harbor. The violence directed toward them was of  unfair
bias and fear. They were attacked in the streets with words and fists. The Japanese-Americans were not only
subjected to cruel treatment from people in their communities, but they also ended up being taken from their
homes and placed into internment camps due to the government’s fear that they could be planning to attack
the U.S from the inside. So, the Americans gathered the possible “traitors,” as they put it, and placed them in
camps all over the West Coast to separate them from society and any possible connections to the military or
Japan’s government that they may have had.

Bernstein wrote in his text, “Truman wrote of  the Japanese being ‘savages,’ calling them ‘merciless’
and ‘frantic’” (Bernstein 35). From the American perspective, people born in Japan or of  Japanese descent
were a threat to both America and its citizens. They took the violent act of  Pearl Harbor and added fuel to the
fire with more of  it. The U.S government and military decided on a nuclear airstrike on the cities of  Japan for
the first phase of  their revenge. This act of  extreme violence cost thousands upon thousands of  lives to be
lost. Not only were men, women, and even children killed, the ones who lived had lost everything. The
Americans had taken everything from them, and they were not finished. The second phase was taking the
citizens of  America from Japan or of  Japanese descent and putting them in internment camps because of  their
paranoia that they were spies among them, though very few were.

Violence is an inevitable part of  life and more specifically war. It comes in many forms - some are
tangible like fists, but others are sharp like words. It can stem from hate, fear, or just plain cruelty but it is
what has been felt afterward that is more important. After such tragic, cruel, and deadly actions such as the
attack on Pearl Harbor, the bombing of  Hiroshima, and the Japanese internment camps there was remorse.
There were the feelings of  guilt and sorrow for the actions that took place and the lives that were lost.
Remorse is a powerful and important emotion. It is especially important after a time of  great destruction. It
can be felt about many aspects such as being a survivor, regret for what is to come, and for what has
happened. Hersey wrote in the story Hiroshima “These four were among the survivors. They still wonder why
they lived when so many others died” (Hersey 1163). Survivor’s guilt is quite common amongst individuals
who live after such a horrific incident, it is no surprise that the four survivors written about in Hiroshima felt
guilt for living when so many had died. They each felt the pain of  losing the ones they loved or people they
knew and felt guilty for being the ones that were able to live on while others just as innocent perished in such
a tragic manner. Living is not easy. Living with the idea that they should not be alive, that is impossible.
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Written in “War Internment,” “A kind young math teacher who took me aside just before we left for
camp and told me to be sure to continue my education after our release from camp” (Hane 570). Remorse
can be shown by an act of  kindness when something terrible is about to happen. That is what this teacher did.
She showed a scared boy kindness when she knew that he was going to be taken and put inside a camp. It
would have been so easy for her to treat him with hostility or just keep her mouth shut, but, instead, she
talked to him urging him to continue his education after he is released from the camp. Being as scared as he
was, knowing that one person was not out to hurt him or hated him gave him a little bit of  relief. Now, no
one but Hane and she knew that this was an act of  remorse, but it is hard to not believe that it is.

Bernstein wrote, “In his own widely reviewed memoir I was there, Leahy passionately condemned the
bombings as unethical and barbarous” (Bernstein 32). After the fact, remorse is also very common after an
attack this tragic. In Bernstein’s text, it talks about multiple men who contributed to setting up the bombing
on Hiroshima and how they felt severe guilt for what they had done. Each of  the four men but one wrote a
public statement about how remorseful they were. After seeing the amount of  death and peril, they were a
part of  the guilt, and it hit them with a brick. Some of  them were apprehensive about the bomb before it was
dropped but due to the loyalty to their own country, they only tried so hard to stall and/or stop it.

After everything that had happened, guilt of  all shapes was felt. It is never easy surviving a horrible
incident or contributing to mass peril but at the end of  the day what has happened, has happened. There is
nothing anyone can do to change it but knowing that living was not their fault or knowing what they did
wrong and taking accountability for it is a step in the right direction. Everything must come to an end at one
point or another. War must end one time or another. Maybe the next affair to end will be racial bias or hate.

Three words will occur or follow a time of  war. They are fear, violence, and remorse. It is important
to understand that even when war is happening people are all still human. One party is not superior to the
other even though they may think that is the case. Humans are quite funny beings if  one thinks about it. They
all want chances in life that will give them meaning and something to remember about them once they pass.
Human nature is even more interesting. Humanity comes from development, changing it in different ways
every day, developing new ideas, inventions, etc. But even with all those advancements people still have
age-old problems such as war, hate, and racial bias. Life is already hard but adding these three circumstances
to the mix does not do much good for anyone. As society continues to grow one can only hope that our
perspective on others will change. That is in our nature. To be bad until it blossoms into a beautiful time of
acceptance and less time for hatred and war.

Artwork by Ryan Tango
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The Photographer
by Christine Ahmad

Faint whistling comes and goes as the breeze pivots in and out of  the crevices of  the
mountains. His feet sink slightly into the dampened ground. A chill runs up and down his
spine as his feet make contact with the frigid water. A camera is placed at eye level guided by
a gentle hand. With ease, a finger is placed on the top and the camera shutters. Taking a
minute to embrace his surroundings, he takes a deep breath to take in the view. Mountains
surround him making him feel inferior but somehow in the most relieving way possible. He
is the only man on a planet filled with so many unseen places. Peace sets in after years of
waiting. “Finally I am happy with where I am.” He takes a breath, his guard is down, and he
is prepared for his new life.

Artwork by Michael Lubrano
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My Assignment
by Eliza Halteman

Two days ago, I was approached by Mrs. Jannings.
“Ashton, I have another project for you,” she said. She looked very hesitant as if  I was going

to say no to her. I never say no to her; it’s impossible to because I’m the president of  the yearbook
club.

“Yes, Ma’am, what is it?”
“I want you to find a stranger and take a picture of  them.”
“Are you serious?”
“Of  course! When am I not?” she said, amused. She knew I was shy, and she always did stuff

like this to me. It was like last year when she made me go onto the football field during the
homecoming game and photograph whichever girl got homecoming queen. I accidentally took a
picture of  the girl who lost. In my defense, they were twins.

“Mrs. Jannings, do you remember what happened last-”
“I do not care. Make sure the kid doesn’t flip off  the camera again.”
“Fine. Where are the Canons?”
“On the shelf,” she said. I went over and grabbed one, sighing just a little bit. It’s not like I

dislike the projects I have to do, but my own embarrassment has a hard time with them. I walked out
of  the classroom, trying to find a person to take a picture of. There were many people wandering the
hallway. I saw Mandy Coolenge, Thomas Worksmith, Elisa Gerlundeu, Kassidy Prya, three different
Ryans, and my whole chemistry class…suddenly, the project got a lot harder. My school had a pitiful
population of  650, and I knew a lot more of  them than I thought. When I finally saw a person I
didn’t know, they would immediately turn the corner, catch up to a friend, or walk into another
room.

Once twenty minutes had passed, I basically gave up. I went to the courtyard to take extra
pictures of  the gardens. The actual garden club had disbanded years ago, but a very old teacher by
the name of   Mr. Atmins still tended to it. I’ve heard rumors about him. Mandy told me that his wife
passed away. Elisa told me she was alive, but cheating on him. There was a note that I found, too. It
was written underneath one of  the stones in his garden. It read:Mr. At�i�s �� � �em����

When I read it for the first time, I laughed. The Greek Mythology course was a very popular
one at the school, and kids wrote things like that everywhere. There was another in the bathroom all
the way on the top floor. That one read: An��ew �� no� ��k� u�

That one freaked me out when I first saw it. According to the school records (I can see them
because of  the yearbook), there is not a single student or teacher named Andrew. It was written in
what appeared to be a gold paint pen in the same handwriting as the one in the garden. I found both
of  them in the same week about a month ago. I took a photo of  one of  them for a project I was
doing highlighting the “casual defacing of  school property” as Mrs. Jannings put it. I never put it on
the page.

I circled the roses and tulips, changing angles to get them in a different light. That was when
I saw another kid enter the courtyard. I sighed with relief; I didn’t know him. He walked to a bench
and sat, pulling out a notebook and a calculator. Awkwardly, I approached him.

“Hey,” I said. The kid looked up to me. He appeared to be my age. His hair was
shoulder-length and curled slightly towards the ends.

“Hi?”
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“Could I just…” I muttered, gesturing with the hand my camera was in. He furrowed his
eyebrows for a second, confused.

“It’s for a project.”
“Sure,” he said casually. I nodded and grabbed the camera with both hands and put my eye

up to the viewfinder. He sat with his notebook on his lap and smiled slightly. I snapped the photo
quickly, not quite caring about how it looked.

“Thanks. What’s your name, by the way?” I asked.
“Andrew.”
“Alright. Last name?”
“Atmins.”

Photograph by Michael Bello
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The Teacher
by Olivia Leigh

There was a teacher. Ruby was her name.
She taught math to children, not all were tame.
Ruby worked hard, although went underpaid.

Others took all the fame.

A contagious illness began to spread,
Schools shut down, she taught from home instead.

It was hard keeping the kids' attention.
And their laptops always “lost connection.”

She sought out aid,
But her hope decayed.

A year went by and nothing seemed to change.
Teachers were drained, it was all very strange.

Soon, COVID slowed down and schools opened up.
Students were even worse, almost corrupt.

With their other peers, they would fight and mock.
All of  the commotion left teachers in shock.

She tried her best to teach them how things were.
But all attempts failed, it was all a blur.
She had dreams of  order being restored

In her lonely world, which she once adored.

Photograph by Rhyan Hernandez
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Next Step
by Edreece Sharafi

Like the moon rising in the night,
I shed light on my path with goals in sight.

Constantly thinking, the mind is always tight,
Engaging in introspection, ready to fight.

Time goes on as I picture my next step,
Seeing myself  improve with each and every rep.

Trying to pay off  a long ignored debt,
I correct my flaws with each drop of  sweat.

Milestone by milestone, goal by goal,
I see myself  as more complete, better as a whole.

I dug myself  out of  that miserable hole,
Now waiting for my next journey to unfold.

Artwork by Jordan Short
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Her Appearance in the Mirror
by Michele Donnelly

This day could not get any worse, could it? Just as she thought it, her day did become worse, much
worse. First, the power went out the night before due to the snow, so Julie never woke up for school.
Unfortunately, there wasn't much snow, which meant school was still in session. Her parents are
usually at work by this time and trust their newly 18-year-old daughter to get to school on her own.
Julie woke up to 10 missed calls and 25 unread messages from her parents. Overwhelmed, she
quickly texted them both back as she jumped out of  bed to get ready and, then, realized her laundry
was still in the dryer. But when Julie checked, her clothes were still damp. Aggravated and
completely stressed out, she had to put on a dirty pair of  sweatpants and planned to put on a
sweatshirt with nothing but a bra underneath. Listening to her mother’s angry voicemails as she
brushed her teeth, she almost had a meltdown.

Her gums started to bleed with how aggressively Julie brushed. Tears swelled with being
overwhelmed, not the pain. Her mother was always so aggressive and on her about everything, while
her dad just stood by and was silent whenever she yelled about the most trivial things. Her mind
raced so violently that she felt dizzy, sloppily spitting out the toothpaste-frothed saliva from her
mouth, bits of  blood spotted in the blue-ish white. She stared at it for a moment longer, took a deep
breath, and washed her face. The cold water helped, woke her up a bit, and slowly she stood up to
face her appearance in the mirror. Her eyes were red, breakout acne areas spotted her jaw and
forehead, and worst of  all, her hair was a mess. Julie blubbered out something incoherently in horror,
swiftly brushing out her hair in a frenzy, yelping at every knot she pulled out. It didn’t look any
better, even when she put it all in a bun and tried to press down any loose ends… nothing helped.
“There’s no way I can go anywhere like this!” Julie cried and slowly slumped down on the floor,
sobbing as she heard her phone go off  once more.

Artwork by Kaitlynn Reid
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The Uniform
by Megon Henry

The girl had surmised that there was something absolutely dreadful about getting dressed for
school.

Because while all the children were allowed to wear their exceptional choices of  attire that
spanned from skillfully popped collars to dainty dresses (that would flounce in just the right way to
make her enchantingly envious), she had to wear The Uniform.

This name was given to an outfit that she and everyone else who came from her part of
town wore.

While the other sections of  the city boasted a myriad of  clothing stores wherein parents
would surge at the start of  September every year in search of  the newest fad, trend, or craze to
satisfy the desires of  their delightful juveniles, her sect was inclined to one shabby clothing shop
inhabited by an elderly seamstress who created only one type of  outfit for the youth.

The Uniform came in two variations. The boys were given shapeless corduroy slacks and a stiff
collared shirt made of  a scratchy material (of  what they dared not ask); tasteless brown loafers also
accompanied the outfit (on the off  chance that one was not already revolted enough). For the girls,
an equally scratchy collared shirt, which was most times hidden underneath a shapeless, box-like
dress that fell just below the knees. The dress neither flounced nor bounced and often made a
horrendous swish sound whenever one moved. The girls were also given saddle shoes to wear along
with their clothes (she supposed it was somewhat of  a step up in comparison to brown loafers). But
worst of  all, they were given a dreadful knit sweater dyed no specific color but rather a dichotomy of
periwinkle and beige.

“Make good choices!”
The girl's mother would call to her each day as she trudged glumly down the street.
How was one supposed to decide upon their life when their entire outfit looked like a bad decision in itself ?
“Why can’t we shop at the stores in the other sections of  town?” she had asked her mother

one day as she had helped her lace up the saddle shoes.
Her mother gave her a sigh and tightened the laces of  her shoes with finality.
“You know we’re not allowed to,” she began, then she got up and fixed the collar of  her

shirt.
“But I think even if  we could, I wouldn’t want to,” her mother declared with a soft smile.
The girl fixed her own collar and then wrinkled her nose.
“Why?” she said as her mother handed her her backpack.
The girl’s mother pulled the straps of  the backpack over her shoulders and gave the girl a

satisfying pat on the head.
“Because I believe it is more important that we are defined not solely by our outward

appearance.”
Her mother’s words rang through the girl's head as she made her way to school that day.
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She watched as the older children from her section veered from the main path and sat down
on the edge of  the curb.

The boys swiftly slipped out of  their brown loafers into more socially acceptable sneakers as
the girls hiked up their dresses and pulled their hair up into cute ponytails.

Disassociating themselves as much as they could from the grimness of  their attire.
This was not an anomaly that the girl was witnessing.
In fact, the older children would often do this on their way to school.
They never seemed to get caught, and she sometimes wondered if  it really mattered if  they

were.
She was beginning to wonder if  all of  this really mattered at all.
“Either you stand there or you change as well,” a boy called over his shoulder as he popped

his collar.
The girl toed the gravel with her awful saddle shoes. Somehow, they didn't look so terrible in

the morning light.
“We don't have all day. Are you changing or not?” the boy called as some of  the other

children slung on their backpacks and began to leave.
The girl shook her head and headed towards the school as well.
Perhaps, she could bear the uniform for now.

Artwork by Riley Struble
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Who am I?
by Anonymous

As I sit and rewrite, trying to find something right,
Hoping to find myself, no not the version I created to fit what he likes,
Or the version that’s presented to my peers.
What about the version of  me that displays all my anxieties and fears?
What about the version where I cry myself  to sleep harboring the fact that I’m not that bright?
As my screams pound out loudly,
What about the version that makes my family proud of  me?
I don’t know who I am. God, there are so many versions.
As I formulate and calculate for each and every person,
I just wish I could show what was true, but I really don’t know how to…

Artwork by Demarius Posey
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Reflection
by Yoshi Grasso
My reflection in the mirror.
Blankly staring back at me.
I think about all I have done.
And all I will do.
I am scared.
"I think about all I have done."
I think back on all those nights.
Alone. Cold. Dark.
I am scared.
My reflection in the mirror.
I am begging you for forgiveness.
Non riesco a pensare lucidamente
My reflection in the mirror.
Please help me.
Mi aiuti per favore.
Mi aiuti per favore perché io c'ho sedici'anni.
Mi aiuti per favore perche io c'ho sedici'anni e mi interessa quello che la gente pensa di me.
My reflection in the mirror.
Do you understand me?

Artwork by Riley Struble
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My 24-hour News Channel
by Logan Daingerfield

Faded hair dye, moles on my jaw, sunken eyes, scabs on my hands.
Looking in the mirror, I tend to fixate on certain features.
It is not exactly intentional, but one thought could lead me to focus on one spot on my face for
hours.
Acne scars, the marks on my shoulders, the shape of  my jaw.
My reasons for the fixations vary.
Confidence and pride swelling in my chest at the sight of  something.
Deep green eyes, the shape of  my mouth, the way my hair falls.
Other times, the sight causes a lump to form in my throat.
I see something I hate, and yet I cannot look away.
Waist, legs, teeth.
It is surprisingly easy to avoid the detestable.
The right clothes can hide almost anything, and being quiet has more perks than people realize.
Yet, sometimes, it is not a matter of  the sight being unavoidable.
Sometimes, seeing something disgusting can become a craving of  sorts.
In the same way, people cannot turn away from murders on the news, I cannot turn away as the
mirror shows me images that flood my brain until I start to wish I could take my skin off.
Freckles on my arms, poorly cut nails, a zit by my mouth.
The big picture never catches my attention like the little details do.
Maybe if  it did, I would no longer avoid the mirrors in my house or the camera on my phone.
However, my brain feels like a 24-hour news channel, and it is in desperate need of  stories.
And if  the only story they can get their hands on is one no one wants to see, then so be it.

Photograph by Meghan Karr
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Beating but Broken
by Jordan Short

Thumping to the cry of  a lament drum.
The beat shaking the cracked covered walls, dust and debris falling to the rhythm.
Gazing into the abyss, hoping to see something of  beauty.
I walk around the pitch-black chamber, arms extended guiding me through the darkness.
Stumbling along, I notice a flickering light, barely illuminating a red panel door.
Approaching the dimly lit door with caution, I stare at the now visible black chipped letters that
read, “Enter with caution, leave with damage.”
Pushing the lump in my throat down and forcing the cold harsh air into my lungs, I twist the cool
black doorknob and push the door open.

As I entered the ominous room, I saw steady flashes of  light.
As I spin in circles taking in my surroundings, I see film-like strips of  scenes playing all around,
colored in black and white.
I halted mid-spin and watched the clip intently.
The little girl was sitting against a door, knees pulled to her chest, hands holding her face.
I noticed how her shoulders shook up and down, almost as though she was laughing.
The small smile vanished from my mouth as she raised her head, revealing her tortured expression.
Her eyes were swollen and puffy with black streaks staining her under eyes and the tops of  her full
cheeks.
Her arms fell to her sides as she stared into nothingness.
Her forward-facing arms allowed me to see river after river of  liquid trailing its way down her open
arms to the palm of  her shaky hands.
Drop after drop hit the floor, a small puddle forming next to her.

My heart throbbed in agony at the sight of  this scared, broken, tormented young girl.
That’s when I noticed, all of  the film’s clips were of  her.
Sadness overcame me as I watched her misery and trauma-filled memories playing over and over.
The film stopped playing and the lights flipped off.
Now, the only visibility is a glowing red exit light.

I walked out of  the room into a warm and brightly lit corridor.
A wave of  relief  crashed over me as I entered, removing myself  from the frigid air of  the
dungeon-like room I just left.
I tried to leave behind the despair that I had felt in that place, but it was consuming.
A small TV in the far corner of  the room turned on, and a woman appeared.
She began to speak in an emotionless and almost robotic-like voice.
“Thank you for taking the tour known as ‘my beating but broken heart.’”
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Trainwreck
by Anonymous

Her face was the ugliest that I had ever seen.
Clammy skin, ghostly image, eyes a disgusting green.
Her skin splotches, some called them angel kisses at ease.
But me, I saw their true identity. A curse of  horrid disease.
Her body was made of  vile lumps, a disproportionate beast.
What she really needed was some makeup, a pound or two at least.
“Cover that hideous face,” I yell, in fact, almost scream.
For her, beauty can’t be reality. Only inside her dream.
I cover my face in frustration. And as always, so does she.
She will never stop following my motions. I can never be free.
My fist collides with her tear-streaked face. I create my own doom.
And as I punch her, the shards of  the mirror rain upon my room.
I am alone again.
Who am I?

I wear a smile today. Like I did yesterday and before.
The mask covers my red, raw face. This is becoming a chore.
I sit at my desk like every day. I rake my brain for an answer.
And off  flies the never-ending thoughts. My own incessant dancer.
Suddenly the world is blurry. What on earth does my paper say?
I can’t remember anything. Is this the price I pay?
I do my best, I try so hard. Will I ever escape the loop?
I cannot fail. I cannot fail. My thoughts I must regroup.
These friends that I have, I think they like me. Maybe not. I’m unsure.
Must stay kind at the expense of  my health. Must keep my life secure.
Do they only talk to me for homework answers? Is this just a game?
For if  I didn’t have the same knowledge,would they still love me the same?
I don’t know.
Who am I?

She pinches her skin, she pokes at her nose
She cries at the size of  her uncomfortable clothes.
She prods at her feet, her hands, and her hair.
She picks at her acne till her skin is red and bare.
If  life weren’t here, or school or her phone,
She’d likely pick forever, right down to the bone.
For never would she be happy with the sight
Of  herself  or her life, so frustrated she just might,
EXPLODE! But clean the mess by 7 AM.
School was just around the corner again.
She puts on her backpack, turns on her spark.
For her crying can only happen in the dark.
I’m in the dark.
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Who am I?

I run, yes I rush as fast as my cleats fly.
I’ll catch her, I will, but my plans go awry.
My opponent is going to score! When did I get slow?
“She isn’t worthy. Sub her out,” I hear the stands blow.
And I know the words speak truth. There I am again.
Staring at my 10-year-old reflection. My eyes well up, and then,
NO! Not now. We can’t dwell on her now.
She’ll distract us from progressing. This, I will not allow.
Maybe I’m out of  shape like the girl in the mirror.
She comes back to me, this time much clearer.
“I’m hungry,” she says, and I start to go numb.
She’d be so disappointed in who we’ve become.
I hate seeing her face.
Who am I?

It’s unfortunate that her life is held together by a suture.
She looks at herself  and sees nothing. She cannot feel her future.
She’s inspected every part of  herself. There’s nothing left. Not a speck.
She cannot eat without panicking. She is one hell of  a mess.
Her blemishes and scars, imperfections, every flaw.
She’s ripped apart piece by piece. Serotonin withdrawal.
She cannot distinguish between the real and the fake.
She just wants to sleep. Fear can come if  she’s awake.
But like black ink spreading onto paper,
Fear can seep through the walls or the vapor.
She does not want to hurt. She only wants to heal.
But it’s hard for her to speak when she can barely even feel.
Why can’t I feel?
Who am I?

When I’m alone there are times when I wonder
How it would feel to be the rain, the lightning, the thunder.
They cause great chaos, but I find them graceful.
Do they hate themselves too, with no reason to be hateful?
It doesn’t matter, because I love them. They are perfect to me.
It is funny how deceptive reality can be.
Perhaps I will find my own growth in the panic.
I will bloom flowers with my heart. Forget the mechanics.
No longer do I feel metal on my cheeks or my chin.
The wires are gone. Just my old bumpy skin.
Because a robot is not who I was born to be.
So I’ll stay a trainwreck because the trainwreck is me.
Just me.
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New Year
by Harmony Walker

As the clock ticked closer to 12, the less time she had to say goodbye
Goodbye to all the hardships she faced
Goodbye to all the things she overcame
Goodbye to the people she would leave in the past
Goodbye to all the bad decisions she made
And most importantly saying goodbye to the parts of  herself  she would leave behind
As the hand struck 12 she was ready to accept the New Year and everything it would bring

Photograph by Jordan Short
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